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By Guy Neill, Reloading Expert, A632
GLNeill@netscape.net

PART 1

PRECISION BULLETS
ome time ago, I reviewed the
coated bullets from Precision
Bullets; fast forward a bit
and Precision Bullets is now
offering their Gen 2 Coating on the
bullets. I’m currently testing them to see
how they perform.
The original Gen 1 coated Precision
Bullets were the first coated bullets I ever
tried. I started out (many) years ago using
cast lead bullets (virtually everyone used
cast lead bullets then). They were much
more economical than jacketed, and they
were harder than swaged lead. Along with
almost everyone, I used a 45 Auto with the
H&G 68 SWC design bullet.
Lead bullets smoke – or at least, the
lubricant used on cast lead bullets smokes,
sometimes considerably. The smoke was
normally just one of the challenges of
shooting. It was not a a major problem most
of the time, coming into play at certain sun
angles and in the dark with flashlights.
However, as shooting speeds increased, the
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9mm-125-FP

smoke became more of a problem, so many
shooters changed to jacketed.
The change to jacketed bullets was
helped by the increasing costs of cast
bullets due to increased prices for lead,
so the cost differential
was not as great. Plated
bullets also became
much more common,
giving shooters a wide
variety of bullets from
which to choose.
A number of coatings
have been used to eliminate the greasebased lubes used with cast lead bullets.
Molybdenum disulfide was an early
attempt, though it fell out of favor; polymer
coatings came later, and continue to be the
prominent coating seen on lead bullets.
The Precision Bullets Gen 2 coating is a
proprietary dry film coating claimed to be
superior to earlier polymer coatings. It is
baked on, with the bullet then undergoing
a restrike operation to true it.

40-170-RNF

Restriking bullets is common with plated
bullets to true them as well. The juncture
of the base to the bearing surface is critical
to accuracy and the restrike helps fill that
area. Precision Bullets have a concave base.

This likely serves the same purpose as those
in plated bullets – filling the base-bearing
surface transition in to improve accuracy.
The Precision Bullets are black in color.
Handling them did not show any notable
transfer of the coating to my hands. I
made no concerted attempt to remove the
coating, merely handling them as I would
any bullet during loading.
I did check samples of each of the bullets
I have for weight and diameter values.

45-200-RNF

45-200-SWC

Sample

Weight

Diameter

Weight

Diameter

Weight

Diameter

Weight

Diameter

1

126.0

0.356

171.1

0.401

202.7

0.451

202.6

0.451

2

125.8

171.9

198.8

200.4

3

126.2

171.1

203.0

200.1

4

126.1

170.7

203.2

200.7

5

126.1

170.9

203.0

200.2

6

126.0

171.3

202.9

200.4

7

126.2

171.2

203.5

200.4

8

126.2

171.3

203.3

200.1

9

125.9

171.3

202.7

200.4

10

126.1

171.2

202.3

200.2

Average

126.1

171.2

202.5

200.4
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The small sample results are shown in the
accompanying table.
With the small sample I did not
bother with the standard deviation, as
the measurements showed little variation.
Diameters were even closer. There were likely
slight variations in the ten-thousandths, but
not enough to worry about.
I was somewhat surprised by the one 45
bullet being slightly under the specified
weight, given the otherwise uniform weights
of the bullets. Upon closer inspection I
found that it was slightly damaged with
a gouge in the nose. I weighed another
ten and found them to have the weight
consistency expected.
The real proof of any bullet is the
accuracy, with sufficient velocity to make
the power factor. Precision Bullets does
not recommend the coated bullets for
Open Major power factor, leaving that
to the plated and jacketed bullets. For
conventional 9mm Luger and 38 Super
loadings, the 9mm bullets should do well.
For the 40 and 45 bullets there should be
no problems making Major power factor,
the same as cast lead bullets.
I first loaded using the 45-200-SWC. This
is similar to the H&G 68 cast SWC that I
have used over the years. Shooting tests are
ongoing and will be reported in Part 2.
Historically, coated bullets have tended
to be more sensitive to the amount of
crimp than other bullets. I will explore
that with the new Precision Bullets Gen 2
coating. Too much crimp can damage any
bullet, and since the semi-automatic pistol
cartridges generally headspace on the case
mouth, we are mostly trying to remove
the case mouth flare. Crimping is not the
mechanism to hold the bullet unless there is
a cannelure to crimp into, and that is much
more the province of revolver cartridges
with roll crimps.
The cartridges I’m using use taper
crimps, and the Redding adjustable taper
crimp will make testing different amounts
of crimp easy.
Lots of shooting to do for next time.
If you would like to relate any of your
experiences with coated bullets to me, I’d
be interested.
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